THE PRIORITY DIRECTIONS AND TASKS OF MODERN MILITARY EDUCATION

The scientific article presents a theoretical-practical analysis of the pedagogical issue on the prior directions and objectives for the development of military education in Ukraine under the conditions of integrating the Armed Forces of Ukraine into the structure of both NATO-members and partners and the ongoing conduct of the Operation of United Forces in the East of Ukraine.

The system of military education is to promote the restoring of the staff and personnel potential of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, create and establish the necessary preconditions for a definite and qualitative staffing procedure, with personnel capable of professional performance of the set tasks under the conditions of both peace and war. For a professional, disciplined, equipped with modern military equipment and mobile Armed Forces staffed with personnel conscious of the high patriotic duties to be performed is one of the crucial elements for the stable and sustainable development of our state.

One of the prior directions of modern development for military education is the responsibility and transparent feedback of the educational authorities and the military educational institutions to the state and society for the quality of training military specialists in terms of assuring their capabilities and readiness to effectively and efficiently perform the service related combat functions as an integral part of troops (forces) in accordance with their positions under the conditions of peace and war.

Based upon the scientific-practical analysis of literature, personal scientific and military experience the prior directions and ways of development of military education have been determined, namely the rule of law, the appropriate meeting of the normative-legal basis of military education to both national and European standards as well as the peculiarities of development of the main elements of the security and defense sector of Ukraine in terms of their interoperability with the structure of NATO-member countries; the integration of military education into an overall educational system nation-wide; the integration of the military education of Ukraine with the European military-educational area under the preconditions of maintaining and developing the progressive achievements of national military educational system, a natural connection and link between the military education and the national and world history, culture and traditions; the accessibility and competitiveness in the process of obtaining military education.

The perspectives of further scientific research are the following: implementing the set tasks and objectives in terms of developing modern military education due to the development of authentic methods and practical recommendations including the development of the military-political situation in Ukraine.
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METHODOLOGY OF SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO GUARANTEE THE QUALITY OF TRAINING FOR OFFICERS IN MILITARY UNIVERSITIES

The methodology of systematic approach of guaranteeing the quality of training for military specialists in higher military educational institutions is disclosed in the article. It was determined that the process of education and upbringing takes place under conditions of change of pedagogical goals in any pedagogical system. This process is accompanied by the emergence of new tasks in the field of education and education as society develops. There is a constant updating of scientific information, in the conditions of improvement of existing ones and creation of new methods of teaching and upbringing. There is a constant update of the student and teacher contingent throughout the learning and upbringing process.

The systematic approach as a methodological basis for the development of quality assurance systems for the training of military specialists in higher military educational institutions is revealed. It is found that the systematic approach does not exist in the form of a clear methodology with a defined logical concept. This system, formed from a set of logical techniques, methodological rules and principles of theoretical research, thus performs a heuristic function in the general system of scientific knowledge.

The functioning of the system is the process of professional training of future military specialists in higher military educational establishments. An important result of the functioning of the system is the high level of readiness of future military specialists for practical activity. This can be achieved by ordering the system based on certain principles. These principles include: the principle of objectivity, completeness, specific-historical (genetic) approach, systematic, contradictory pedagogical experience.
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Problem statement. Today, one of the priority areas of research in the higher military education system of Ukraine is the quality of officer training. This is due primarily to the operation of the Joint Forces in the East of our country. The actual practice of warfare has raised certain requirements for the theory of military pedagogy to develop an appropriate concept of quality of education and innovative approaches to its implementation in the educational process of military educational units of universities. In this context, the problem of guaranteeing the quality of training of military specialists is an extremely important problem - a problem that remains to be explored in pedagogical theory and practice.

Analysis of recent research and publications. Questions concerning the theory of systematic approach, systemativity are reflected in the writings of scientists: B. Ananyeva, P. Anokhin, B. Lomov, B. Merlin, K. Sudakov, D. Chernilevsky and others. The problem of methodology of systematic research is reflected in the works of I. Blauberg, V. Sadovsky, E. Yudin. R. Makarov, S. Sisoeva, explores the methodology in system education and system analysis.
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General theoretical approaches to the quality of education and management aspects are covered in the researches of the following scholars: S. Nikolayenko, A. Subetto, S. Goncharenko, V. Kremen. On the quality of education as a degree of compliance with the educational standards and expectations of students - in the works of G. Kovaleva, S. Shishov, V. Kalney; on technological and monitoring aspects of quality assurance of education - in the works of V. Bespalko, O. Lokshina, N. Kuzmina, A. Mayorov, E. Khryakov, etc.

In foreign pedagogical theory and practice, the problem of the quality of education is often considered in conjunction with the problem of the use of innovative pedagogical technologies, as evidenced by studies of such scientists as M. Clark, F. Percival, G. Wellington, P. Mitchell, M. Wulman, S. Spaulding, S. Vedemeyer, R. Tomasta, etc.

The purpose of the article is to analyze the methodology of the systematic approach of guaranteeing the quality of education of military specialists in military universities.

The main research material. The development of the concept of the system has a long history. The first ideas about the system originated in ancient philosophy, which put forward an interpretation of the system as the orderliness and integrity of being. In ancient Greek philosophy and science (Euclid, Plato, Aristotle) considered the idea of systematic knowledge. The ideas of the systematic world were reflected in the writings of B. Spinoza and G. Leibniz in the XVII-XVIII centuries. I. Kant and G. Hegel developed the principles of the systematic nature of knowledge in the German classical philosophy. Later, the concept of the system began to be applied in mathematics, mechanics, etc. Gradually, it entered into various fields of science (first of all, social and humanities), in engineering, cybernetics and so on. Found the concept of the system and in pedagogical science: didactic system, system of education, system of education, system of labor training, system of teaching methods, system of tasks, etc.

In general, the system means an orderly set of qualitatively defined elements, between which there is a natural connection or interaction, and which is aimed at achieving a specific goal. This means that the concept of the system is based on three provisions:

• the system is formed by a set of elements that are interconnected;
• this set forms a single whole, the removal of one of the elements of the set will violate the property of integrity;
• a single whole formed by a set of elements has a specific purpose or purpose that is inherent in the whole set of elements and not for any combination of them.

An element of a system is a part of it that cannot be further divided to perform its functions. Thus, the elements of the “car” system, if we consider it as a set of units, will be the engine, gearbox, clutch system, rear axle and so on. Of course, each of these elements of the car can be disassembled into smaller components, but they will no longer provide the corresponding functions of each of these units. Therefore, it can be assumed that at certain stages of the study the elements of the system can be considered as structureless.

There are links between the elements of the system. They can be of two types: first and second order. First-order connections are necessary for the processes that take place on the system. Second order connections are called extra - they improve the functioning of the system.

Thus, the traffic system consists of the following elements: road, car, driver, road signs. Road - car, car - driver, driver - road links should be considered first-order links, because in the absence of at least one of them, the system functions. At the same time, the communication between the driver and the road signs is additional because it aims at streamlining the traffic, that is, to improve the functioning of the whole system.

Any system exists (functions) in the environment that surrounds it. In reality, there are no completely isolated or isolated systems. The environment always affects the internal state of the system. This influence is due to several factors.

The influence of environmental factors on the system is characterized by input (exogenous) quantities, and the elements of the system that are affected are called system inputs. In turn, the system can not be neutral to the external environment, its impact on the external environment is characterized by the value of the original (endogenous) values. For example, any production process can be considered as an economic system, the elements of which are people, technology, technology, information, etc. The input values of such a system are energy, raw materials, demand for products, etc., output values are finished products, various services.

The methodology of the systematic approach is based on the following basic principles:

1. The principle of multifacetedness is that any object is considered in several plans, aspects. For example, as a qualitative unit that has its own specific features, as part of its macrosystem and others.
2. The principle of multidimensionality is that any complex object is characterized by a large set of properties, which are grouped together (clusters), each of which describes one or another of its features.
3. The principle of hierarchy is that the study of complex objects should be based on an idea of the hierarchy of their structure, namely on the idea of arranging parts or elements of the whole in order from higher to lower. Not only the system composition models (systems - subsystems - elements) have a hierarchical structure, but also the quality properties of these systems and the criteria used to evaluate them.
4. The principle of different order of properties is that the hierarchy of the structure of the system and its properties gives rise to regularities of different order. Some patterns are inherent in all levels of the hierarchy, namely the entire system. Others belong to only a certain group of levels, others belong only to the elements of one level, and the fourth belong only to individual elements of one level.
5. The principle of dynamism is that a systematic approach requires consideration of the objects under study in their development at all stages of the life cycle.

Training of highly qualified military personnel in Ukraine is carried out in the general system of military education, which, in turn, is an integral part of the state education system. The national military education system includes: governing bodies, a network of military universities.

Ensuring the quality of officer training, taking into account the experience of NATO member countries, is a multi-faceted design education system and covers the following aspects:
• availability of scientific-pedagogical staff of the appropriate level of qualification, as well as financial, material, informational, educational-methodical and other resources;
The educational process, adequate to the needs in accordance with the requirements of military education institutions was located in the military environment and implemented without administrative compulsion. The use of a systematic approach in the military is implemented at the institutional, national and European levels, and contains appropriate standards (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Components of the quality assurance system for officer training in high schools

Currently, the systematic approach is used in various fields of many sciences, in the practice of social management, in solving large and complex socio-economic problems, and others.

In the philosophical dictionary, the concept of “system” is interpreted as a set of elements that are in relations and relationships between themselves and form a certain integrity. That is, the system is always unitary, it is a single unit from which no element can be removed. The system is not only a real object, but also a cognitive tool, so a systematic approach is the way we see the object.

The need for such a method of research, which would open up opportunities to compare the relationship between the whole and the whole, to integrate into a common system of concepts of diversity of already known and newly obtained scientific facts and phenomena, to establish common patterns for different quality pedagogical phenomena, led to the emergence of a new scientific direction, called the "system approach."

The essence of the systematic approach is to find the scientific means that can express the integrity of the object under study. The central task of the study from the standpoint of a systematic approach is to identify and explore the various relationships inherent in the object. It should be noted that the systematic approach has the property of "self-propagation" in the pedagogical environment and implemented without administrative compulsion. The use of a systematic approach in pedagogical research allows to study the object holistically and to ensure a stable sequence of the research process.

All existing systems are subject to certain principles to which they apply [1]:

1. The principle of integrity - is that it is impossible to reduce the properties of the system to the sum of the properties of its constituent elements, and the properties of the latter do not follow the properties of the system. The properties and relationships of each element of the system depend on its place and functions in the system.

2. The principle of structural means that any system can be characterized on the basis of existing relationships and relationships between its elements, that is, on the basis of its structure. The behavior of a system is determined by the behavior of its individual elements and the properties of its structure.

3. The principle of interdependence of the system and the environment is that the system forms and manifests its properties in the process of its interaction with the environment in which the system functions and in the relationship with which the system reflects its integrity.

4. The principle of hierarchy is that any system can be an element of a higher order system, while its elements can be a lower order system.

5. The principle of multiplicity of a system description means that because of the fundamental complexity of each system, its adequate knowledge requires the construction of a large number of different models, each of which describes or reflects only a specific aspect of the system.

Training of highly qualified military personnel in Ukraine is carried out in the general system of military education, which, in turn, is an integral part of the state education system. The national system of military education includes governing bodies, a network of military universities.

In Ukraine, its own military education policy, which focused on providing a modern level of training for all military personnel, began to emerge immediately after independence. At that time, a rather powerful network of USSR military education institutions was located in the jurisdiction of Ukraine: 34 military educational establishments (2 academies, 30 higher and 2 secondary military colleges), 74 departments of military training of students of civilian higher educational establishments under the program reserve officers, 204 training centers.

Such a rather disparate network of military educational institutions, on the one hand, should have facilitated the creation of a new system of military education, and on the other, created significant problems regarding its transformation in accordance with the real needs and capabilities of the Armed Forces of Ukraine.

The concept of the military education system in the Armed Forces of Ukraine developed at that time in Ukraine became a program of activities of military education management bodies and military educational establishments. Its implementation was to ensure the continuous training of specialists for the Armed Forces of Ukraine in certain military specialties and to meet world standards.

The main result of the process of long-term (more than 20 years) reform of the military education system in Ukraine was the creation of a modern network of military educational institutions. That carry out educational activities on the basis of licenses in accordance with the adopted standards of education and provides for the issuance of certificates of higher education of state specimen subject to accreditation, specialties of preparation of graduates.

Military universities - a higher educational institution of state ownership. It provides at certain levels of higher education the training, retraining and advanced training of military specialists for further service in the positions of...
officer (sergeant, sergeant) or command staff to meet the needs of the Armed Forces of Ukraine formed in accordance with the laws of Ukraine military formations, conducts scientific, scientific, technical, innovative and / or methodological activities [2].

The use of a systematic approach in pedagogical research allows to study the object holistically and to ensure a stable sequence of the research process. An educational institution is a large system of subsystems: goals and objectives of the educational process, pedagogical conditions, administrative staff, staff of teachers and students or students, as well as educational programs and technologies.

The components of the educational system, its main features and properties are: the presence of interconnected and interdependent components, which, while subordinate to a single entity, still have some independence, and hierarchy of the system (the system exists as a part of a higher order system) [3]. For example, a university is both a social pedagogical system and a system-forming component of education.

In the European educational space, the quality assurance system for specialist training is based on standards and norms, the basic principles of guaranteeing the internal and external quality of higher education:

- the responsibility of universities for the quality of education and its guarantee;
- taking into account the public interest in quality assurance and in ensuring that higher education standards are met;
- improving and improving curricula in view of their entry into the European educational space;
- optimization of the structure of institutions that implement training programs and increase their effectiveness;
- transparency of external expertise in evaluating the quality of education;
- improvement of the system of quality assessment of higher education;
- improving the reporting system of the university and its transparency, including reporting on investment in public and private education;
- quality assurance in view of its compliance with performance conditions;
- the ability of higher education institutions to confirm the quality of education both domestically and abroad;
- the use of quality assessment methods should not hinder the development of education and its innovation.

Communication with the external environment and functionality of the system implies the ability of the system to exist and maintain uniqueness under the influence of various factors [4]. Systems emerge and disappear, that is, dynamic.

The concept of "development" characterizes the improvement of the system and functionality of the system under the influence, mainly, of internal factors; for example, an educational institution goes through certain stages of its development: it arises, functions, disappears, in other words, develops. Under the systemic approach in science is understood "the direction of methodology of scientific knowledge, which is based on the study of the object as a system: a holistic complex of interconnected elements."

The systemic approach, on the one hand, is to perceive the pedagogical phenomenon as a coherent pedagogical system, and on the other, to obtain as complete information as possible about the content and condition of each component, as well as its interaction with other components.

Conclusions. The system of guaranteeing the quality of training of military specialists in higher military educational establishments should ensure the training of military specialists with a high level of professionalism, competence, intellectual development, general and military-professional culture, capable of performing with high efficiency the tasks set for the defense of Ukraine, the development of their individual creative personality, independent learning of new knowledge during military service, making optimal decisions in non-standard conditions seven specialties and specializations that determine the level of combat capability and combat readiness of the Armed Forces of Ukraine.
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